We present a neat example of a meson-baryon system where the vicinity of two different thresholds enhances the binding of a hadronic resonance, a pentaquark. 
The interpretation of the recently discovered baryonic states at the LHCb, P c (4380) + and P c (4450) + [1] , as well as some of the exotic mesonic states discovered in the hidden-charm or hidden-beauty sector is still puzzling [2, 3] . A common feature of all these states seems to be the proximity of their masses to two-hadron thresholds. Their naive description as simple baryon-meson or meson-meson resonances gave rise to predictions of bound states in heavier flavor sectors by different spectroscopic models, like those based on the traditional meson theory of the nuclear forces or resorting to heavy quark symmetry arguments [4, 5] .
In a recent paper [6] a mechanism to explain the stability or metastability of the exotic mesonic states discovered in the hidden-charm or hidden-beauty sector was proposed. It was pointed out how two effects have to come together to allow for the formation of a bound state above open-flavor thresholds: the presence of two nearby thresholds and a strong coupling between them, in spite of the fact that the diagonal interactions contributing to this state are not strong. Thus, such mechanism, as long as it is possible avoids the risk of proliferation of states appearing in some quark-model calculations.
For the X(3872) this is well plausible [7] . It was pointed out that two of the possible dissociation thresholds are almost exactly degenerate, the one corresponding to spin-singlet charmed meson plus a spin-triplet anti-charmed meson (or conjugate), and the one made of a light vector-meson and a charmonium vector-meson. For instance, in the flavor-SU (3) limit, the H dibaryon benefits of the degeneracy of the ΛΛ and NΞ thresholds, and is found stable in some model calculations, whereas for broken SU(3) the degeneracy is lost and the H dibaryon becomes unstable in the same models [8] .
This idea had been already anticipated in a qualitative analysis of the possible dissociation thresholds of four-quark systems with a QQnn structure (in the following n stands for a light quark and Q for a heavy c or b quark), making stringent predictions as the non-existence of a bottom partner for the X(3872) or the existence of exotic doubly heavy mesons [9] . While the first prediction seems to survive experiment in contrast to those of other theoretical models [4, 5] , the second is still awaiting for an experimental effort [10] . We wonder if there could be a neat example where one could think of some degeneracy of two baryon-meson thresholds leading to exotic or crypto-exotic baryons, as it may be the case for some of the exotic meson states [9] . The existence of an exotic state in a given flavor sector can not be naively generalized to other flavor sectors in case of loss of the vicinity of the thresholds. In a similar manner, its non-existence in a particular flavor sector does not exclude its presence in different flavor sectors.
In this letter we discuss a relevant example of a five-quark state in the NB two-hadron system that clearly exemplifies the importance of the mechanism we have previously presented. It should be considered in the phenomenological analysis of the recently reported pentaquark states and may serve as a guideline for the study of the pattern of exotic states in the baryon and meson sectors [2] . Our findings come up in the shadow of a previous study of a different two-hadron system, ND, whose generalization to the bottom case gave rise to an a priori unexpected result that remarks the effect of the almost degeneracy of two different baryon-meson thresholds.
In Ref. [11] we studied the ND system by means of a chiral constituent quark model. Our main motivation at that time was the study of the interaction of D mesons with nucleons which is a goal of thePANDA Collaboration at the European facility FAIR [12] . Thus, our theoretical study was a challenge to be tested at the future experiments. In this letter
we perform a parallel study of the NB system (with a similar quark structure, nnnnQ)
looking for similarities and differences with respect to the ND system. Our objective is to highlight a particular case where the vicinity of thresholds will enhance the binding of the baryon-meson system disrupting the number and the ordering of states obtained in the charm sector. Although the conclusions of this study aim to be independent of the particular details of the interacting model used, we for instance made use of the chiral constituent quark model (CCQM) of Ref. [13] . It was proposed in the early 90's in an attempt to obtain a simultaneous description of the nucleon-nucleon interaction and the baryon spectra [14] . robust predictions even for zero-energy bound states, and gave information about attractive channels that may lodge a resonance [7] . We consider a baryon-meson system Q i R j (Q i = N or ∆ and R j =D orD * for charm −1 and R j = B or B * for bottom +1) in a relative S state interacting through a potential V that contains a tensor force. Then, in general, there is a coupling to the Q i R j D wave. Moreover, the baryon-meson system can couple to other baryon-meson states, Q k R m . We show in Table I the coupled channels in the isospin-spin (T, J) basis for the NB system (for the ND system one would replace B byD and B * bȳ D * ). Let us briefly sketch the method to look for bound state solutions using the Fredholm determinant. If we denote the different baryon-meson systems as channel Q i R j ≡ A n , the Lippmann-Schwinger equation for the baryon-meson scattering becomes
where t is the two-body scattering amplitude, T , J, and E are the isospin, total angular momentum and energy of the system, ℓ α s α , ℓ γ s γ , and ℓ β s β are the initial, intermediate, and 
final orbital angular momentum and spin, respectively, and p γ is the relative momentum of the two-body system γ. The propagators G γ (E; p γ ) are given by
where µ γ is the reduced mass of the two-body system γ. For bound-state problems E < 0 so that the singularity of the propagator is never touched and we can forget the iǫ in the denominator. If we make the change of variables
where d is a scale parameter, and the same for p α and p β , we can write Eq. (1) as
We solve this equation by replacing the integral from −1 to 1 by a Gauss-Legendre quadrature which results in the set of linear equations
with
and where w m and x m are the weights and abscissas of the Gauss-Legendre quadrature while Table II .
Let us first discuss the ND system. In Table II While the diagonal interactions are not even attractive, the coupling between them is strong because the decayD * →D + π is allowed, but not enough to generate a bound state as can be seen in the left panel of Fig. 1 .
When the mass of the heavy meson is increased the contribution of the kinetic energy is reduced. Thus, the binding energy of the NB system is expected to be slightly larger than in the ND case, becauseD and B mesons have similar interactions with nucleons due to having the same quark structure. This is why we have repeated the calculation for the NB system looking for deeper bound states in a baryon-meson system with a heavier antiquark.
We depict in Fig. 2 the Fredholm determinant of the two channels that were found to be attractive in the ND system, see Table II . Surprisingly, the increment in the attraction is Thus, as we had theoretically predicted in our benchmark calculation of Ref. [6] , one observes how two effects come together to form a deeply bound state, the presence of two nearby thresholds and a strong coupling between them, in spite of the fact that the diagonal interactions of the different quantum numbers contributing to this state are not strong.
Hence, threshold vicinity is a required but not sufficient condition to find a bound state.
To illustrate our results, we have plotted in Fig. 3 Let us finally note that the one-pion exchange plays a significant role in the ∆D − ∆D * and ∆B − ∆B * transition potentials, being the only contribution if quark-exchange effects were neglected (see Ref.
[11] for details). As explained above, the mixing induced by the one-pion exchange, as well as quark-exchange contributions coming from the other terms of the interacting potential, comes enhanced due to the reduction of the mass difference between the two thresholds in the bottom sector. It has been recently argued in Ref. [18] the existence of an approximate light quark spin symmetry in Z b resonances, implying that the part of the interaction between heavy mesons that depends on the total spin of the light quark and antiquark is strongly suppressed. Unfortunately, this hypothesis cannot be tested in the system under study due to the presence of a single heavy antiquark. This symmetry will be proved in future works of Z c [19, 20] and Z b resonances [21] as well as the pentaquark states reported at LHCb [1] , where the mechanism proposed in this letter will be tested.
It is interesting to note that a similar argument has been drawn in Ref. [22] One can find also a similar situation in the heavy baryon spectra. An important source of attraction might be the coupled-channel effect of the two allowed thresholds, (nnn)(Qn) and (nnQ)(nn) [24] . When the (nnn)(Qn) and (nnQ)(nn) thresholds are sufficiently far away, the coupled-channel effect is small, and bound states are not found. However, when the thresholds get closer the coupled-channel strength is increased, and bound states may appear for a subset of quantum numbers. Under these conditions, there are states with high spin J P = 5/2 − that may lodge a compact five-quark state for all isospins [25] . 
